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Synonyms

envisioned, to systematically organize
and extract process-related information
Process retrieval; Process filtering; Pro- for subsequent use. A process querying
cess manipulation; Automated process method is a technique that given a
process repository and a process query
management.
systematically implements the query in
the repository, where a process query
is a (formal) instruction to manage a
Definitions
process repository.
Business process querying studies
methods for automatically managing, e.g., filtering and manipulating,
repositories of models that describe
observed and/or envisioned business
processes and relationships between the
business processes. Business process
querying combines concepts from Big
data and process modeling and analysis
with business process intelligence and
process analytics to study techniques
for retrieving and manipulating models of processes, both real-world and

Overview
This encyclopedia entry summarizes
the state of the art methods for (business) process querying proposed in the
publications included in the literature
reviews reported in (Wang et al 2014;
Polyvyanyy et al 2017b), and the related works discussed in the reviewed
publications. The scope of this entry
is limited to the methods for process
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querying that are based on specialpurpose (programming) languages for
capturing process querying instructions
and were developed in the areas of Process Mining (van der Aalst 2016) and
Business Process Management (Weske
2019; Dumas et al 2018).
Next, this section lists basic concepts
in process querying. Let Uan and Uav be
the universe of attribute names and attribute values, respectively.
Event. An event e is a relation between
some attribute names and attribute
values with the property that each
attribute name is related to exactly
one attribute value, i.e., it is a partial
function e ∶ Uan ↛ Uav .
Process. A process is a partially ordered
set π ∶= (E,≤), where E is a set of
events and ≤ is a partial order over E.
Trace. A trace is a process π ∶= (E,<),
where < is a total order over E.
Behavior. A behavior is a multiset of
processes.
Behavior model. A behavior model is
a simplified representation of real
world or envisioned behaviors, and
relationships between the behaviors,
that serves a particular purpose for a
target audience.
Process repository. A process repository is an organized collection of behavior models.
Process query. A process query is an instruction to filter or manipulate a process repository.
Let Upr and Upq be the universe of process repositories and the universe of process queries, respectively.
Process querying method. A process
querying method m is a relation
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between ordered pairs, in which the
first entries are process repositories
and the second entries are process
queries, and process repositories
with the property that each pair
is related to exactly one process
repository, i.e., it is a function
m ∶ Upr × Upq → Upr .

Framework
In (Polyvyanyy et al 2017b), a process
querying framework is proposed. A
schematic visualization of the framework is shown in Fig. 1.
The framework is an abstract system
of components that provide generic
functionality and can be selectively
replaced to result in a new process
querying method. In the figure, rectangles and ovals denote active components
and passive components, respectively.
Active components represent actions
performed by the process querying
methods. Passive components stand for
(collections of) data objects. The framework is composed of four parts. These
parts are responsible for (i) designing
process repositories and process queries,
(ii) preparing and (iii) executing process
queries, and (iv) interpreting results of
the process querying methods, refer to
(Polyvyanyy et al 2017b) for details.
The framework proposes four types
of behavior models: event logs, process
models, simulation models, and correlation models. An event log is a finite collection of traces, where each trace is a
finite sequence of events observed and
recorded in the real-world. A process
model is a conceptual model that describes behaviors. A simulation model is
a process model with a part of its be-
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Fig. 1 A schematic view of the Process Querying Framework, refer to (Polyvyanyy et al 2017b).

havior. Finally, a correlation model is a
model that describes relations between
two behaviors. All the reported below
process querying methods operate over
event logs and process models.

Techniques
This section lists techniques that are often used as a basis for implementing process querying methods.
Model Analysis. Behavior models are
often formalized as graphs. Several
methods for process querying are
grounded in the analysis of structural
properties of graphs that encode behavior models, e.g., BP-QL, DMQL,
GMQL, and VM*. Examples of graph
analysis tasks employed for process
querying include the existence of a path
problem and subgraph isomorphism
problem.

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query
Language (SPARQL). SPARQL is a
semantic query language for retrieving
and manipulating data captured in
the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) format (Hebeler et al 2009).
SPARQL allows users to write queries
against data stored in the form of a set
of “subject-predicate-object” triples.
Several methods for process querying
are based on SPARQL, e.g., BPMN
VQL and BP-SPARQL. These methods
encode process repositories as RDF
data and implement process querying by
first transforming process queries into
SPARQL queries and then executing
SPARQL queries over the RDF data.
Given a model of a finite-state system, for example, a behavior model, and
a formal property, model checking techniques verify whether the property holds
for the system (Baier and Katoen 2008).
Temporal Logic. A temporal logic is a
formal system for encoding and reason-
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ing about propositions qualified in terms
of time (Øhrstrøm and Hasle 2007).
Several methods for process querying
are grounded in model checking temporal logic properties, e.g., BPMN-Q,
BPSL, CRL, and PPSL. Given a process
repository and process query, these
methods proceed by translating the
process query into a temporal logic
expression, e.g., Linear Temporal Logic
(LTL), Computation Tree Logic (CTL),
and Metrical Temporal Logic (MTL).
Then, each behavior model from the
repository gets translated into a finitestate system and verified against the
formula. Finally, behavior models that
translate into systems for which the
property captured in the formula holds
constitute the result of the method.
First-order Logic. First-order Logic
(FOL) is a formal logic that extends
propositional logic which operates over
declarative propositions with the use
of predicates and quantifiers (Smullyan
1995). Several methods for process
querying are grounded in model checking FOL properties, e.g., CRG and
QuBPAL. These methods encode process repositories as formal FOL theories
and implement process querying by
verifying properties (encoded in process
queries) of these systems.
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Methods
This section discusses the state of the
art methods for process querying. The
methods can be seen as instantiations of
the process querying framework, refer
to Fig. 1, with various concrete components. In what follows, the methods are
grouped based on the types of behavior models that they can take as input in
process repositories and are referred to
by the names of the corresponding languages for specifying process queries.

Log Querying
Process querying methods proposed in
this section operate over event logs.

CRG&eCRG. Compliance Rule Graph
(CRG) is a visual language for specifying compliance rules (Ly et al 2010).
The semantics of CRG is defined based
on FOL over event logs. Extended Compliance Rule Graph (eCRG) extends
CRG to allow modeling compliance
rules over multiple process perspectives
(Knuplesch and Reichert 2017). eCRG
addresses the interaction, time, data, and
resource perspectives of process compliance. Similar to CRG, the execution
semantics of eCRG is defined based on
Behavior Analysis. Several methods FOL over event logs.
for process querying are grounded in
the analysis of properties of behaviors DAPOQ-Lang.The Data-Aware Process
encoded in models, e.g., APQL, BQL, Oriented Query Language (DAPOQand PQL. These methods support pro- Lang) is a textual language for retrieving
cess queries that specify conditions over sub-logs of event logs (de Murillas et al
all the processes (of which there can 2016, 2018). DAPOQ-Lang is an
be potentially infinitely many) encoded SQL wrapper that aims to simplify SQL
in the behaviors of models stored in a queries over the OpenSLEX meta-model
that describes process execution data.
process repository.
The language supports querying over
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events in traces and related data objects, Model Querying
their versions, and data schemas, as well
as the temporal properties of all these This section lists methods for querying
elements.
collections of process models. These
BP-SPARQL. BP-SPARQL is a textual methods can be split into those that
query language for summarizing and operate over process model specificaanalyzing process execution data, like tions and those that explore behaviors
event logs (Beheshti et al 2011, 2013, encoded in process models. Methods
2016, 2018). It extends SPARQL with that operate over model specifications
constructs for querying Big Process can be further split into two subclasses.
Data captured as an RDF graph of The first subclass includes methods
process-related entities, like events, for querying conceptual models that
actors, and relationships, for instance, were also reported useful for querying
ordering relations and attribute rela- process models. The second subclass
tions. The language is implemented consists of dedicated techniques for
using Hadoop, Map Reduce, and querying process model collections.
DMQL, GMQL, and VM* are the
Pig-Latin technologies. BP-SPARQL
methods
that belong to the first subclass
also allows querying event logs using
of
methods
that operate over process
standard SPARQL capabilities.
model specifications.
PIQL. Process Instance Query Language (PIQL) is a textual query language DMQL&GMQL. The Generic Model
for obtaining aggregate measures, for Query Language (GMQL) is a textual
instance, process performance indica- query language designed to query coltors, both Boolean and numeric, over lections of conceptual models created
traces and instances of process tasks in arbitrary graph-based modeling lan(Pérez-Álvarez et al 2016). As PIQL guages (Delfmann et al 2015b). GMQL
aims to be friendly to non-experts, in querying is implemented via searching
addition to machine-readable syntax, for model subgraphs that correspond
it offers a human-readable syntax for- to a predefined pattern query. GMQL
mulated in terms of natural language is proposed to query process models,
statements. The language can be used as well as data models, organizational
during process execution to define charts, and other types of models.
decision logic that depends on the
The Diagramed Model Query Laninformation kept in the historical traces. guage (DMQL) extends GMQL with a
PIQL can be integrated with Decision visual concrete syntax and support for
Model and Notation (DMN) to support additional requirements (Delfmann et al
process decisions, obtain measurements 2015a), e.g., ability to approximate analto display on process dashboards, and to ysis of the execution semantics of prosupport the data flow.
cess models in the case of loops.
VM*. The Visual Model Manipulation
Language (VM*) is a family of languages for expressing queries (VMQL),
constraints (VMCL), and transformations (VMTL) over conceptual models
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(Störrle 2009, 2011; Acretoaie et al
2018). Among other types of conceptual
models, the authors of VM* languages
suggest their use over collections of
process models, e.g., UML Activity
Diagrams and BPMN models.
VM* is based on the concept of
a host language, i.e., it extends the
meta model of the host language. For
example, VMQL for querying BPMN
models subsumes the syntax and notation of BPMN. This approach allows
decreasing the user effort for reading
and writing VMQL queries. VMQL
queries can also specify constraints that
go beyond the syntax of the host language. VM* programs are implemented
as pattern matching over model graphs.
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can be used to retrieve both structural
information and knowledge related to
the domain of process models. A BPMN
VQL query consists of two parts. The
matching part of the query specifies a
structural condition to match in process
models, whereas the selection part
specifies parts of models to retrieve as a
query result.

BPSL. The Business Property Specification Language (BPSL) is a visual
language that aims to facilitate the
reasoning over business process models
(Liu et al 2007). The authors proposed
direct translations of BPSL queries
in both LTL and CTL to simplify the
integration of BPSL with the existing
formal verification tools. The language
proposes dedicated operators for the
Next, we discuss dedicated process
recurring patterns in regulatory process
querying methods that operate over
compliance and specifies extension
model specifications.
points for the definition and reuse of
domain-specific temporal properties.
BPMN-Q. BPMN query language
(BPMN-Q) is a language for querying CRL. Compliance Request Language
business process definitions (Awad (CRL) is a visual language grounded
2007), i.e., the flow between activities, in temporal logic and encompasses
branching and joining structures, and a range of compliance patterns (Eldata flow. BPMN-Q extends the abstract gammal et al 2016). CRL supports
and concrete syntax of BPMN and is a compliance patterns that address control
visual language. BPMN-Q was extended flow, resource, and temporal aspects of
to serve as a visual interface to temporal business processes. During the execulogics, e.g., LTL (Awad et al 2008) and tion of CRL queries, control flow and
CTL (Awad et al 2011).
resource patterns get mapped to LTL
while temporal patterns are translated
BPMN VQL. BPMN Visual Query
into MTL formulas. MTL extends LTL
Language (BPMN VQL) is a visual
and is interpreted over a discrete-time
query language in which queries follow
domain using the digital clock model.
the structure of SQL queries (FrancescoThe design of CRL is driven by the
marino and Tonella 2008). The syntax
aspects of relevance and usability of
and semantics of BPMN VQL are
the supported queries. For example, the
grounded in BPMN and SPARQL,
control flow patterns supported by CRL
respectively. The SPARQL translation
are adopted from work in (Dwyer et al
of BPMN VQL queries is based on a
1999).
formalization of the BPMN meta-model
as an ontology. Hence, BPMN VQL
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Descriptive PQL. Descriptive Process
Query Language (Descriptive PQL) is
a textual query language for retrieving
process models, specifying abstractions
on process models, and defining process
model changes (Kammerer et al 2015).
The operations are grounded in manipulations with Single-Entry-Single-Exit
subgraphs (Polyvyanyy et al 2010) of
the process models, and implemented
based on the Cypher graph query language known from the Neo4J graph
database.
IPM-PQL. Integrated Process Management-Process Query Language (IPMPQL) is an XML based language to
query process model collections based
on structure matching (Choi et al 2007).
IPM-PQL queries follow the structure of
SQL queries and support four types of
query conditions: process-has-attribute,
process-has-activity, process-has-subprocess, and process-has-transition.
When executed, IPM-PQL queries are
transformed into XML Query (XQuery)
expressions.
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occurrences of tasks specified in process
models (ter Hofstede et al 2013). The
language allows composing the relations between tasks to obtain complex
queries. APQL is precise, i.e., its semantics is defined over all possible execution
traces of process models. The language
is independent of any particular notation
used to specify process models.
BQL. Business Query Language (BQL)
is a textual query language based on semantic relations between occurrences of
tasks specified in process models (Jin
et al 2011). Given a repository of process models, BQL can be used to retrieve
the models satisfying the requirements
based on the behavior encoded in the
models. To compute the relations, BQL
relies on the technology of complete prefix unfolding (McMillan 1995).
QuBPAL. Querying Business Process
Abstract modeling Language (QuBPAL)
is an ontology-based language for the retrieval of process fragments to be reused
in the composition of new business
processes. It resembles SPARQL and
operates over BPMN process models,
their meta-model and behavioral semantics, domain knowledge, and semantic
annotations. When executed, QuBPAL
queries are translated into Logic Programming queries and evaluated using
the Prolog inference engine (Smith et al
2010; Smith and Proietti 2013, 2014).

PPSL. The Process Pattern Specification Language (PPSL) is a lightweight
extension of the language for capturing
UML Activity Diagrams that allows
users to model process constraints,
e.g., those related to quality management (Förster et al 2005). The semantics
of the language is given as translations
of PPSL queries into temporal logic,
PQL. Process Query Language (PQL)
viz. LTL formulas (Förster et al 2007).
is a textual query language based on
executions and behavioral relations,
Finally, we summarize process querye.g., ordering, mutual exclusion, and
ing methods that operate over behaviors
concurrency, between tasks in execuencoded in models.
tions of process models (Polyvyanyy
et al 2015, 2019, 2020). PQL reuses
APQL. A Process-model Query Lanparts of the abstract syntax of APQL
guage (APQL) is a query language
and has an SQL-like concrete syntax.
based on behavioral relations between
The semantics of PQL is defined over all
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possible executions of process models
and is independent of notations used to
describe process models.
The core of PQL is grounded in the
behavioral relations of the 4C spectrum
(Polyvyanyy et al 2014)—a systematic
collection of the co-occurrence, conflict,
causality, and concurrency relations. In
addition, PQL can reason at the level of
process scenario templates (a.k.a sample
process executions with placeholders).
For example, one can retrieve models
from a process model collection that can
execute a specified process scenario, or
augment models to describe a fresh process scenario template. The latter query
type is implemented in PQL as a solution to the process model repair problem
(Polyvyanyy et al 2017a).

to compute the cost of a trace based on
the costs of individual tasks in the trace.

BPQL. Business Process Query Language (BPQL) is a textual language for
querying over process models and event
logs (Momotko and Subieta 2004; Momotko 2005). The language is defined as
an extension of the Stack-Based Query
Language (SBQL) (Subieta 2009). The
semantics of the language is defined
over the proposed abstract model for
capturing process specifications and
execution traces. The authors of BPQL
proposed BPQL templates for monitoring process execution and integrated
the language with the XML Process
Definition Language (XPDL). BPQL
can be used to aggregate information
over the attributes of tasks, for instance,

Celonis PQL. Celonis Process Query
Language (Celonis PQL) is a domainspecific language tailored for a special
process data model (Vogelgesang et al
2020). It supports over 150 operators,
including process-related functions,
machine learning and mathematical
operators. The syntax of the language
resembles SQL. Celonis PQL aims
to support process discovery, enhancement, and monitoring, the three
well-studied problems in process mining
(van der Aalst 2016).

BP-QL. Business Process Query Language (BP-QL) is a visual language
that allows retrieving paths in process
specifications (Beeri et al 2006). BP-QL
operates over a dedicated abstract
model for representing collections
of processes. This model is used to
distinguish queries that can be efficiently computed, queries that have
high computation costs, and queries
that cannot be computed at all. When a
BP-QL query is evaluated, its structural
patterns are matched against process
specifications. BP-QL uses the proposed
abstract model to support queries that
can be answered in time polynomial in
the size of a process specification. This
is achieved at a price of the preciseness
of query answers. BP-QL supports
mechanisms for constructing concise
Log and Model Querying
finite representations of the (possibly
infinite) query results. BP-Mon and
Methods listed below were proposed to
BP-Ex are the two extensions of BP-QL
query over collections that may include
to support process monitoring and
process models and/or event logs.
querying of executed traces.
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Applications
Due to their generic purpose, i.e., manipulation and filtering of process
repositories, process querying methods
have broad application in Process
Mining and Business Process Management. The aforementioned process
querying methods were proposed and/or
successfully applied to solve various
problems in these fields. Some examples
of the addressed problems include: business process compliance management,
business process weakness detection,
process variance management, process model translation, syntactical
correctness checking, process model
comparison, infrequent behavior detection, process instance migration,
process monitoring, process selection,
process scheduling, process discovery,
process enhancement, process reuse,
and process standardization.
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Most existing methods for process
querying operate over specifications of
behavior models. Future work will lead
to new methods for querying based on
behaviors encoded in models and study
their practical implications.
While there is a plethora of methods
and languages for capturing instructions
for filtering process repositories, methods for manipulating process repositories are still in their infancy.

Cross-References
These articles can be of further interest
to the reader:
−
−
−
−
−

Event logs;
Business process model repositories;
Business process model matching;
Graph query languages;
Graph pattern matching.

Future Directions for Research
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